Language Learning with Technology
Cambridge Handbooks for Language Teachers

This series, now with over 40 titles, offers practical ideas, techniques and activities for the teaching of English and other languages providing inspiration for both teachers and trainers.

Recent titles in this series:

**Personalizing Language Learning**
GRAFF GRIFFITHS and KATHRYN KOHANE

**Teaching Adult Second Language Learners**
HEATHER MCKAY and ABIGAIL TOM

**Teach Business English**
SYLVIE DONNA

**Teaching English Spelling**
A practical guide
RUTH SHEMESH and SHEILA WALLER

**Using Folktales**
ERIC K. TAYLOR

**Learner English (Second edition)**
A teacher’s guide to interference and other problems
EDITED BY MICHAEL SWAN and BERNARD SMITH

**Planning Lessons and Courses**
Designing sequences of work for the language classroom
TESSA WOODFORD

**Teaching Large Multilevel Classes**
NATALIE HESS

**Using the Board in the Language Classroom**
JEANNINE DOBBS

**Writing Simple Poems**
Pattern Poetry for Language Acquisition
VICKI L. HOLMES and MARGARET R. MOULTON

**Laughing Matters**
Humour in the language classroom
PETER MEDGYES

**Stories**
Narrative activities in the language classroom
RUTH WAINRYB

**Using Authentic Video in the Language Classroom**
JANSH SHERMAN

**Extensive Reading Activities for Teaching Language**
EDITED BY JULIAN BAMFORD and RICHARD R. DAY

**Language Activities for Teenagers**
EDITED BY SETH LINDSTROMBERG

**Pronunciation Practice Activities**
A resource book for teaching English pronunciation
MARTIN HEWINGS

**Drama Techniques (Third edition)**
A resource book of communication activities for language teachers
ALAN MALEY and ALAN DUFF

**Five-Minute Activities for Business English**
PAUL EMMERSON and NICK HAMILTON

**Games for Language Learning (Third edition)**
ANDREW WRIGHT, DAVID BETTERIDGE and MICHAEL BUCKBY

**Dictionary Activities**
CINDY LEANEY

**Dialogue Activities**
Exploring spoken interaction in the language class
NICK BILBROUGH

**Five-Minute Activities for Young Learners**
PENNY MCKAY and JENNİ GUSE

**The Internet and the Language Classroom (Second edition)**
A practical guide for teachers
GAVIN DUDENEY

**Working with Images**
A resource book for the language classroom
BEN GOLDSMITH

**Grammar Practice Activities (Second edition)**
A practical guide for teachers
PENNY UR

**Intercultural Language Activities**
JOHN CORBETT

**Learning One-to-One**
INGRID WINNIEWSKA

**Communicative Activities for EAP**
JENNİ GUSE

**Memory Activities for Language Learning**
NICK BILBROUGH

**Vocabulary Activities**
PENNY UR

**Classroom Management Techniques**
JIM SCRIVENER

**CLIL Activities**
A resource for subject and language teachers
LIZ DALE and ROSIE TANNER
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